
ANASTASIA VEPREVA 
WITHIN OURSELVES/ I OSS SJÄLVA
Veprevas work at Skövde Art Museum will at the opening day be as listed below, the exhibition might then 
transform during her residency as she begins new projects. The combined work will then be introduced in St 
Petersburg in the winter of 2014-15 in conjunction with a seminar series on social art practice.  

God save the queer
2013

Religion as an institution is often one of totalitarian societies that suppress human freedom. It is
not surprising, constrained people are easier controlled by. But there is nothing definite and stable
in our world and if we make it artificially we will destroy the nature itself.
So, if Jesus loves us all and if God loves Jesus let’s love everyone./A. Vepreva

Wadded White
Drawing/Digital printing, 13 images
2014

Life of a small town subsists on its own rules. There is a severe depression hidden under a seeming calm-
ness. Stingy lexicon of news messages just confirms these diagnoses. People are tired. People are died. The 
town drives people mad. People are lost and lonely. How the solution can be found? Maybe, it’s better to 
make a fresh start? /A. Vepreva

The Death Drive
Collage
2013-14

Woman is alienated from her own body. It is handled by state, society, anybody, but not herself. 
It is extremely hard to realize and accept it. There is almost no escape.
Do what you want. Hit me, humiliate – anyway I don’t feel anything now. I sexualize my pain. 
I’m dead. My body is a grave.
I retreat into the world of my own delusions./A. Vepreva

Nil (The Death Drive)
See above,  Death Drive Project
Video, 00:01:45
2014

Bag
Woman for many people same as bag. Wrapper, cover, container. Tacit decoration.
Have you ever thought about the packages rebellion? It's just the time./A. Vepreva
Video, 00:00:23
2014

She has to
Video, found footage 00:04:49
2013

Many women in Russia believe that they’ve already had enough rights and freedom, so they don’t
understand why and what feminists struggle against. They don’t realize that they’re in the center
of media storm, a huge chthonic monster that tries to enforce i
ts cruel rules everywhere. But if you divert your attention away from it just for a second, you’ll realize its hor-
rible absurdity, and you’ll never remain the same as before. And you’ll understand the main thing that you 
don’t have
to do anything to anybody. /A. Vepreva


